Determination of the levels of novel 31-amino acid endothelins and endothelins in human lungs.
An effective method for determination of the levels of newly discovered 31-amino acid endothelins [ETs(1-31)] as well as big ETs and 21-amino acid ETs [ETs(1-21)], in human lungs has been developed. About 85% of ETs in human lung homogenates were recovered on acid extraction 8 times. Most of the published protocols for the determination of tissue ETs involve a reverse-phase minicolumn to separate proteins from peptides, after which the levels of ETs are directly determined by enzyme immunoassay. The levels determined, however, include fairly high amounts of non-bioactive ET metabolites in tissues and the data reported are diverse. We established an effective methods for the extraction and the separation of nine different muscle constricting ETs from their metabolites on a reverse-phase C18 column. Using this protocol, the levels of ETs in human lungs were determined by means of a sandwich-enzyme immunoassay specific for each ET derivative. The levels of ET-2(1-21) were the highest among those of ETs, and the levels of ETs(1-31) were in a similar range to those of big ETs but were lower than those of ETs(1-21). This method can be utilized to assess the pathophysiological roles of ETs(1-31) in various human organs.